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Safety Doesn’t Sell Cars – Fact or Myth

In 1956 Ford promoted a “safety package” for its new cars
The package included: lap belts; improved door locks; and interior padding.

In the same year Chevrolet introduced an all new model
It emphasized performance and styling in its advertising.

The sales of the 1956 Ford were disappointing.  This was widely interpreted 
in the industry as proof that safety doesn’t sell, even though some of the 

optional safety features, including lap belts, sold well.

In the U.S. today there is no debate – safety does sell







How did we get here?

Government regulations
NHTSA Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 1966

Consumer testing for safety 
NHTSA New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) 1979
IIHS Crashworthiness Evaluations 1995 

Media interest
Prompted by IIHS video news releases



In 1966 The U.S. National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act authorized the federal government, 
for the first time, to set new safety standards for motor vehicles, including standards for 
crashworthiness.

The law required that initial Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) be issued by 
January 31, 1967, and that these initial requirements should be based on existing standards. 
Except for shoulder belts, there was little controversy over these initial standards. 

U.S. federal government regulations for vehicle safety

It was anticipated that over time new standards would be issued, and some existing standards 
would be upgraded.  Although this happened to some extent the rulemaking process was slow.



Shortly after other countries adopted similar crashworthiness regulations

Australian design rules

Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 

UN ECE/WP29

Eventually there were two basic sets of regulations around the world

FMVSS – U.S and Canada

UN ECE/WP 29 – 61 Countries



FMVSS 208 Frontal Crash Protection

30 mph/48 km/h Full-width rigid barrier impact

FMVSS 204 Lateral Crash protection

33 mph/52.9 km/h Moving-deformable-barrier impact (crabbed wheels)
Barrier mass 1,361 kg

20 mph/32 km/h Rigid pole oblique impact

U.S. Regulatory Crashworthiness Tests



UN ECE/WP29 Crashworthiness Tests  

R94 Frontal Crash Protection

35 mph/56 km/h 40% Offset with deformable barrier face  impact

R95  Lateral Crash Protection

31.2 mph/50 km/h Moving-deformable-barrier perpendicular impact
Barrier mass 950 kg 



In many instances upgrading or issuing new regulations was slow and controversial 

In the U.S. in 1969 an Advanced Notice of Rule Making was issued on “Inflatable Occupant Restraint 

Systems”. It stated that the government is considering issuing a standard requiring the installation of 

inflatable occupant restraint systems. This was the start of the “airbag rulemaking saga”, which 

continued (including litigation at the U.S. Supreme Court) until driver and passenger airbags were 

required on all new cars and light trucks in 1998 models.

In Europe in 1982 a working group was established to examine possible countermeasures for vehicle 

front-end designs to reduce the severities of pedestrian injuries and to recommend test and 

assessment methods. It was not until 2003 that a European directive was issued making passive 

protection to reduce pedestrian injuries mandatory for new models in October 2005.   



Consumer Testing for Vehicle Safety Begins

1979 - NHTSA created the New Car Assessment Program (NCAP)
Testing passenger vehicles in 35 mph/56 km/h Full width rigid barrier tests and rating 
the resulting performance.  Other tests were added later.

1995 – IIHS started its Crashworthiness Evaluations

Testing passenger vehicles in 40 mph/64 km/h 40% Offset tests into a barrier with a 
deformable face. Other tests were added later.

1996 – Euro NCAP was formed and started rated passenger vehicles 

In 40 mph/64 km/h Offset tests into a barrier with a deformable face and side impact 
tests with a moving deformable barrier at 37.5 mph/60 km/h.  Other tests were added 
later.

Since the mid-1990s there has been a proliferation of NCAP programs around 
the world



NHTSA NCAP has not been upgraded for a long time and for many years virtually 
every vehicle tested has an overall rating of 5 stars

U.S. NCAP currently includes five tests:

Full width rigid frontal barrier test to test frontal occupant protection

Side impact moving deformable barrier test 

Side impact rigid pole test to examine occupant side impact protection 

Measurement of the vehicle’s static stability factor

Dynamic handling test to evaluate rollover resistance

A significant upgrade proposal was announced in 2015 it included:

New frontal crash tests

New test dummies, 

Crash avoidance ratings

Pedestrian protection

This proposal was shelved in 2017



History of IIHS ratings
and next steps



Small overlap front
Began in 2012

IIHS crashworthiness tests
Moderate overlap front
Began in 1995

Side impact
Began in 2003

Head restraints & seats
(whiplash mitigation)
Began in 2004

Roof strength
Began in 2009

Passenger side
small overlap
Began in 2017



1995
Moderate overlap front



Passenger vehicle crash deaths
1976–2017
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1995 NHTSA new car assessment frontal test
35 mph, flat barrier



NCAP ratings for midsize cars in 1995

NCAP front driver rating
1995 Chevrolet Lumina 4dr

1995 Ford Taurus 4dr
1995 Volvo 850 4dr

1995 Toyota Camry 4dr
1995 Subaru Legacy 4dr
1995 Honda Accord 4dr
1995 Mazda Millenia 4dr

1995 Saab 900 4dr
1995 Ford Contour 4dr

1995 Volkswagen Passat 4dr
1995 Chevrolet Cavalier 4dr
1997 Mitsubishi Galant 4dr
1995 Chrysler Cirrus 4dr
1995 Nissan Maxima 4dr

12 of 14 midsize 
cars earned 4 or 5 
stars



Typical frontal real-world crashes

Most frontal crashes involve only a portion of the front end







Ratings for first vehicles tested by IIHS in 1995

NCAP front driver rating IIHS overall rating
1995 Chevrolet Lumina 4dr Good

1995 Ford Taurus 4dr Good

1995 Volvo 850 4dr Good

1995 Toyota Camry 4dr Acceptable

1995 Subaru Legacy 4dr Acceptable

1995 Honda Accord 4dr Acceptable

1995 Mazda Millenia 4dr Acceptable

1995 Saab 900 4dr Marginal

1995 Ford Contour 4dr Poor

1995 Volkswagen Passat 4dr Poor

1995 Chevrolet Cavalier 4dr Poor

1997 Mitsubishi Galant 4dr Poor

1995 Chrysler Cirrus 4dr Poor

1995 Nissan Maxima 4dr poor









Ford F150

2001 Model 2004 Model



Competition is on!

4Automakers ignored IIHS ratings until…
4Ford touted its 1996 Taurus IIHS rating
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Moderate overlap front ratings and real-world crashes
Analysis

41992–2003 model vehicles with IIHS ratings
– 98 Good
– 88 Acceptable

– 37 Marginal
– 35 Poor

4Fatal crash involvements during calendar 
years 1993–2004

4Controlled for effects of driver age and 
gender and vehicle type and curb weight on 
driver death risk



Driver fatality rates in two-vehicle frontal impacts
Per million registered vehicles, by IIHS moderate overlap front ratings
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Frontal crash test ratings and driver fatality risk
Percent change in driver fatality risk in two-vehicle frontal impacts
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2012
Small overlap front



116 real-world front crashes with serious injuries in 
vehicles with good moderate overlap ratings

full width

small 
overlap

moderate overlap

center
impact



116 real-world front crashes with serious injuries in 
vehicles with good moderate overlap ratings
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Driver-side small overlap front ratings by model year
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Symmetry of small overlap designs
Small overlap countermeasures do not always appear on the passenger side

small overlap structure
on driver side

small overlap structure
on driver and passenger sides

Material composition and thickness of underlying structures
cannot be confirmed visually



Toyota RAV-4 had the largest difference in structural 
performance for driver and passenger sides

PG
driver side passenger side

maximum passenger-side 
structural intrusion 13 inches

more than driver-side



Passenger-side small overlap front ratings by model year
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Next steps in frontal crashes

Rear seat occupants



Percent difference in risk of fatal injury for rear vs. front row 
by vehicle model year
Belted occupants
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Maximum injury severity of case occupant relative 
to front-seat occupants
Frontal crashes
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Distribution of documented AIS 3+ injured body regions in 
rear-seat occupants in frontal crashes

chest, spine and 
abdomen trauma

from seat belt loading



Rear-seat occupants in car-to-car tests
2 tests of large vs. small vehicles – 80 mph closing speed with 50 percent overlap

4Toyota Yaris iA vs. Toyota Avalon

4Kia Forte vs. Kia Sorento



Belt forces in car-to-car tests with rear seat occupants

2.5 to 3
times higher
in rear seat

1.6 to 2
times higher 
in rear seat



Technologies to reduce seat belt forces

seat belt force limiters 
and crash tensioners

inflatable belts

airbags



2019 research testing
Development of rear-seat occupant test protocol

4Initial matrix of 8 tests to inform decisions on
– Dummy size and type

– Seat position

– Performance and injury metrics

4Explore effect of potential countermeasures



2019 research testing

440 mph small overlap frontal 
crash into a deformable barrier

42016 Toyota Camry without
rear-seat crash tensioners
and force limiters

42018 Toyota Camry with
rear-seat crash tensioners
and force limiters





Percentage change in injury metrics with belt crash tensioner 
and force limiter 
Rear-seat occupants in frontal crash test
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Summary and next steps

4Improved front restraint technologies are making 
the rear less safe by comparison

4High seat belt loads exceeding human tolerances –
older occupants at particular risk

4Countermeasures exist but are not widespread 
– Current regulatory and consumer information crash 

tests do not drive rear seat belt improvements

Next steps

4Develop rear-seat occupant test protocol in frontal 
crash test



2003
Side impact



NHTSA side impact test





Typical passenger car and barriers

NHTSA barrier IIHS barrier







Side ratings by model year
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Side impact ratings and real-world crashes
Analysis

4Vehicles with IIHS ratings
– Drivers in police-reported crashes 

– Vehicles with standard side airbags 
protecting head and torso

– Calendar years 2000–09 

4Controlled for effects of driver age and 
gender and vehicle type and curb weight 
on driver death risk



Driver fatality rates in left-side crashes
Per thousand crash involvements, by driver-only IIHS side ratings
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Percent change in driver fatality risk in left-side crashes
By driver-only IIHS side ratings vs. poor-rated vehicles
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Next steps in side impact 



Vehicle structure is important to side crash survivability
Structural performance comparison

Every 4 inches of additional structural intrusion into the 
driver’s space is associated with a 25% increase in death risk

8 inches additional intrusion 
compared with good-rated vehicle

G M



Vehicle structural performance has improved over time
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Even stronger structures could further reduce fatalities
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What kinds of side crashes remain fatal?

2016 fatal side crashes (FARS)

Review of serious/fatal injuries in 
good-rated vehicles
• Higher speed

• Vehicle-to-vehicle

• Heavier crash partner (LTV)

body regions injured
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Real-world injured occupant in vehicle with good side rating

2010 Ford F-150
traveling at 48 mph struck

the side of the Sebring

Driver sustained serious chest 
and pelvic injuries

G

2007 Chrysler Sebring
IIHS side rating 

Heavier and faster striking 
vehicle than IIHS test



Recreation of Sebring struck by F-150



Good-rated vehicles in a higher-severity test

2.5 times crash energy of IIHS test
4Ford F-150 is 1,500 pounds heavier than IIHS barrier

4Crash speed is 17 mph faster than IIHS test

10 inches additional 
intrusion compared 
with IIHS test
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How does a current SUV compare with the IIHS barrier?
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Will a higher-severity barrier test reveal differences among 
good-rated vehicles?
Research barrier weighing 4,600 pounds with a striking speed of 37 mph

Very strong good-rated structure Borderline good-acceptable structure

Toyota Camry

Volkswagen Atlas Infiniti QX50

Honda Accord

G

structural
performance

G

structural
performance

G

structural
performance

G

structural
performance





Higher-severity test showed a range of performance for 
good-rated vehicles

Camry Atlas Accord QX50

Very strong good-rated structure in ratings test Borderline good-acceptable structure in ratings test

G G A M

structural
performance

structural
performance

structural
performance

structural
performance



How does a higher-severity IIHS barrier compare with an SUV?
Different vehicle interaction

IIHS barrier
struck vehicle rolls away from barrier

SUV
struck vehicle rolls toward SUV



Higher-severity IIHS barrier test does not capture impact pattern 
of SUV striking vehicles

Longitudinal distance from impact point (cm)

SUV

IIHS barrier

IIHS barrier striking vehicle
Uniform stiffness construction 

creates uniform damage across 
length of vehicle and height

SUV striking vehicle
Varying stiffness construction 

creates an “M” shape of varying 
deformation across the length 

of the vehicle and greatest 
intrusion at mid-door height

Maximum vehicle deformation along side of vehicle



New IIHS side test

4IIHS side test has been highly successful in 
reducing real-world deaths

4Existing test does not distinguish differences 
in performance for current vehicles 

4A higher-speed test with a heavier barrier 
can draw out differences in vehicles and 
promote improvements to vehicles with 
borderline good-acceptable performance

4New barrier front is currently in development



2004
Whiplash



Average-size men in seats with head restraints 
meeting FMVSS 202, mid to late 1990s



Poor vs. good head restraint position



In 1995, IIHS began measuring 
the geometry of head restraints
with a device that represents 
an average-size man.



Geometric head restraint ratings by model year
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Study of neck injury and geometric seat ratings
IIHS and State Farm, 1999

421,000 claims of rear-end damage to late 
model cars 
– Random sample of 5,000 examined in detail

4Neck injury to driver of struck vehicle either 
stated explicitly or inferred from diagnostic 
(ICD-9) codes 

4Account for driver age and gender and 
vehicle damage severity -20
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Percent of rear-struck drivers with neck injury claims 
By geometric seat rating
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Dynamic seat and head restraint evaluations

High neck force 
exceeds 75th percentile 
of results for seats with 

good geometry

Moderate neck force

Low neck force
30th percentile neck forces 

from tests of seats
with good geometry
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Study of neck injury and dynamic seat ratings
IIHS, State Farm, and Nationwide, 2007

410,000 claims of rear-end damage to late 
model cars and SUVs 
– Random sample of 3,000 examined in detail

4Neck injury to driver of struck vehicle either 
stated explicitly or inferred from diagnostic 
(ICD-9) codes 

4Account for driver gender, vehicle type
and price, and damage severity                  



Percent of rear-struck drivers with neck injury claims 
lasting at least 3 months 
By dynamic seat rating
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2009
Roof strength



Roof strength and real-world crashes
Analysis

412 small cars and 11 midsize SUVs
– Roof strength measured for 5 inches of crush

– Drivers in police-reported crashes 

– Calendar years 1997–2004 

4Controlled for effects of state, driver age 
and vehicle stability on driver serious 
injury/fatality



Percent change in risk of driver fatal/incapacitating injury
Per one-unit increase in strength-to-weight ratio within 5 inches of crush
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Roof strength rating

4Loading plate pushes slowly on one corner of roof

4Maximum force recorded prior to 5 inches of crush is compared to the 
vehicle weight to provide strength-to-weight ratio

4Rating assigned based on strength-to-weight ratio

NHTSA REQUIREMENT 1.5

IIHS REQUIREMENT 4.0



GOOD
2009 Volkswagen Tiguan

Strength-to-weight ratio: 4.4

POOR
2008 Kia Sportage

Strength-to-weight ratio: 2.4

Both vehicles subjected to 15,000 pounds on roof
Roof strength comparison



Roof strength ratings by model year
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In 2009, NHTSA upgraded FMVSS 216 to require higher-strength roofs by 2017 model year



Models with optional or standard front crash prevention systems are rated as superior, 
advanced or basic in both the vehicle-to-vehicle evaluation and the vehicle-to-pedestrian 
evaluation.  Vehicle-to-vehicle ratings are determined from tests at 12 and 25 mph. 

Superior rating, a vehicle must have an autobrake system that can avoid a crash or 
substantially reduce speeds in both tests. 
Advanced rating, a vehicle must have autobrake and avoid a crash or reduce speeds by at 
least 5 mph in 1 of 2 tests. 

For vehicle-to-pedestrian ratings, scores in six tests — three scenarios run at two different 
speeds each — are combined to assign a rating of superior, advanced or basic.
Perpendicular adult: Adult walks across road — tests run at 12 and 25 mph
Perpendicular child: Child runs into road; parked vehicles obstruct view — tests run at 12 
and 25 mph
Parallel adult: Adult in right lane near edge of road, facing away from traffic — tests run at 25 
and 37 mph

IIHS Evaluations of Crash Prevention Systems







IIHS Headlight Evaluations



2020 Genesis -- Poor



2020 Genesis G70 -- Good



TOP SAFETY PICK +

G Good ratings in the driver-side small overlap front, passenger-side small overlap front, moderate overlap    
front, side, roof strength and head restraint tests

AS Advanced or superior rating for available front crash prevention — vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-
pedestrian evaluations

AG Acceptable or good headlights standard

TOP SAFETY PICK
G Good ratings in the driver-side small overlap front, passenger-side small overlap front, moderate overlap 
front, side, roof strength and head restraint tests

AS Advanced or superior rating for available front crash prevention — vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-
pedestrian evaluations

AG Acceptable or good headlights available



IIHS seen as the safety leader

4NHTSA’s New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) improvements have stalled for the 
foreseeable future 
– A sweeping upgrade proposal announced in 2015 was shelved in 2017

– Current administration has shown little interest in pushing new vehicle safety initiatives  

4In the U.S., IIHS is the only group driving occupant-protection improvements and is 
continuing to strengthen its testing program



























More information at iihs.org and on our social channels:

iihs.org

/iihs.org

@IIHS_autosafety

@iihs_autosafety

IIHS


